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Reach Out Readers

We said goodbye to 2009 and ushered in 2010 with the usual New
Year celebrations with family and friends. Raised beer mugs and
champagne glasses; loud cheers of “Happy New Year” with balloons
and live music in the air - it was an amazing sight at Puchong’s
Countdown Party at IOI Boulevard, the latest place to hang out and
have fun in Puchong.
What next?, one may ask. Well, as with every new year ahead comes
new challenges, greater opportunities and more possibilities. How do
you intend to chart your journey through 2010? On page 6, some
Puchong residents share with us their aspirations for 2010.
2010 will see the Tiger enter with its symbolic strength and power.
What does this have in store for us? A feng shui consultant tells us
more and how each zodiac animal sign is affected by the Tiger of
2010.
In this issue, we will bring readers to latest hotspots for shopping,
dining and entertainment. Do you know what you have in your own
backyard? There is great traditional aromatic coffee to awaken your
senses – served by your very own kopi tarik guy – Puchong style
in Bandar Puteri (pg 26 & 27). Great places to dine and shop at IOI
Boulevard (pg 16 & 17) and great entertainment at IOI Mall. (pg 19).
Now Puchong residents have a choice not to get caught in long hours
of jam or worry about petrol and toll costs when they wish to dine at
a classy place and hang out at a cool spot playing pool or listening to
good contemporary music.
Many organizations are carrying out green initiatives as part of their
Corporate Social Responsibilities. And in line with its green theme for
2009/2010, IOI Properties organized a “Go Green” event to educate
and create awareness amongst the community on the importance
of healthy green living to promote sustainable living and to protect
Mother Earth. Government agencies such as MPSJ, Jabatan Alam
Sekitar and Jabatan Perhutanan also participated in “Green” activities,
one such notable event being the MPSJ World Habitat Day Exhibition.
Individuals themselves are actively involved in such activities and
it is hoped that with greater understanding of our important roles
in protecting our environment, it will translate to more responsible
actions towards ensuring a better world for our future generations.
We would love to hear from you if you have any great ideas to
reduce pollution, encourage recycling and embracing a lifestyle
which is environmental-friendly. Submit your ideas and photos to
reachout@ioigroup.com
For all our readers celebrating Chinese New Year, Reach Out would
like to take this opportunity to wish you
“Gong Xi Fa Cai”.
Kristine Ng
Reach Out would like to thank all the contributors
and all the wonderful people whom we’ve met and
worked with for this issue’s publication
Reach Out is a community publication - reaching
out because we care.
Be part of Reach Out, submit your contributions to
reachout@ioigroup.com
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Valentine’s Day may not have been very
eventful and you may think you do not
have a “love of your life”. But you do –
Mom or Dad! They are the 1st loves of
your life. Tell us in no less than 200 words
why your mom or dad is “The Love of
your Life”.
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Log on to www.myioi.com for more details
and terms & conditions.
*Reach Out reserves the rights to use the submitted
photographs by the readers for publication purposes and /
or for future references.
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The ‘lion’ checking out the stalls

Ushering in 2010 at IOI Boulevard
It’s a global tradition to celebrate the last day of the year by having a countdown
to the first day of the New Year. People from all walks of life, young and old
are drawn to chic and trendy hotspots all over town to join in the countdown
to the New Year. In Puchong, New Year’s Eve party revellers found their way
to the best ever Countdown Party in Puchong’s latest, exciting addition - IOI
Boulevard. IOI Boulevard with its Covent Garden inspired courtyard featuring
the great dining outlets and attractive activities is poised to be the most
happening place in Puchong.

Balloons and cheers to mark the
countdown

The courtyard also known as The Palette was transformed into an amazing
fusion of music, good food and happy chatter of family and friends who
gathered to send off 2009 and to bring in 2010. As midnight approached the
crowd at IOI Boulevard had already had loads of fun with fun games and great
entertainment with the live band and a lively DJ. Door gifts and vouchers for
free beer and free pizza during happy hours made many a patron happy. These
vouchers were courtesy of participating outlets namely Kissaten, Kimchiharu,
My Honeymoon, Otak-Otak Place and also Munich Gastro Bierhaus. IOI
Properties, GM Mr Lee Thian Yew, and Ms Lee Yoke Har, GM for Marketing and
Business Development, were spotted at this event.
Samantha Lew, Leasing Executive of IOI Boulevard, was glad with the good
turnout of about 900 people. “It was definitely more than we had expected and
we are glad to be able to bring the New Year Countdown to Puchong.”
We interviewed a few residents from the Puchong community about this
event:
Ms Chong from Puchong Utama - “I enjoyed the party with my family. Good to
have something nearer to home. Would be good to have fireworks in future.”

IOI Properties GM Mr Lee Thian Yew
and guest
4
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Ms Lim Pei Hoon from Kinrara - “I like the ambience at The Palette. The set up
is very classy.”
Jenny from Puchong Jaya - “I definitely like to celebrate the Countdown Party
here because it’s like Bukit Bintang or KLCC.”

Puteri 12 Countdown Party 2010
The residents of Puteri 12 in Puchong had a memorable party to
mark the countdown to 2010.
The party started off with a Lion dance performance to bless the
coming year with prosperity and good health. Hawker stalls were
set up for the residents to enjoy a variety of delectable food. An
exciting programme was outlined for the residents to participate in
activities such as lucky draws, dance performances, wushu martial
arts performances, samba dance, dog show, amongst others. VIPs
for the event included Dr Kow Cheong Wei (Selangor MCA Youth
Chief), Dato Samson David Maman and Datuk Lau Yeng Peng.
In Dr Kow Cheong Wei’s opening speech to mark the event, he
stressed on the importance of community integration and a united
neighbourhood. There were over 20 individuals and companies
including IOI Properties who supported the event.

Lion dance to usher in 2010

Reach Out met some of the guests and residents at the Puteri 12
Countdown and here’s what they had to say:Mr Tan from Serdang - “This is my first time joining the Puteri 12
countdown. My relative who is a resident at Puteri 12, invited me
over. I really enjoyed it because my family and relatives were with
me at that beautiful moment”.

Samba dancers

Ms Yan from Puteri 11 - “This is also my first time here. I am joining
this party because it is nearer to home and I can bring my family
along”.
David Ng from Puteri 12 - “ I am excited that the party is nearby
my house”.
Cheering in the new year
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Hopes and Aspirations 2010
Whatever your priorities are, you review your past actions and behaviour and then plan to do better in the
New Year. Reach Out spoke to some Puchong residents about their hopes and aspirations for 2010.

Mr Cheah, Bandar Puteri 8
“I would like to have a healthy and harmonious life with my family and friends in 2010. I also wish that the
Malaysia’s economy will improve and the crime rate will drop. I would also like to see more development
taking place in Puchong.”
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Mr Hemanath, Kinrara
“Hope my business will expand further and generate more income. I
would like to lead a happier and healthier life.”

Mr Peter Chua, Bandar Puchong Jaya
“Enjoy working minus the stress and live life to the fullest.”

Nur Nazuha binti M. Suhaimi, Puchong Utama
“My resolution for 2010 is to write a romance novel that will be the most exciting
and awesome novel. I also wish to pursue my law diploma this year.”
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1. Dato’ Lee Yeow Chor, IOI Group Executive Director, sharing
“Green Tips” with the Selangor MB, YAB Tan Sri Dato’ Seri
Abdul Khalid bin Ibrahim, at the IOI Properties Booth.
Looking on is YB Teresa and IOI Properties Executive Director,
Dato’David
2. IOI Group Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Dato Lee Shin Cheng,
accompanying the YAB Tan Sri Dato Seri Abdul Khalid bin
Ibrahim, Selangor MB
3. The children showing their creative side

Joey & Elly – owners of TweedleWink, Puchong (Right Brain Kids)
“Our resolution for 2010 is to continue to bring quality education to the children, to raise
our students in the most positive, uplifting manner possible, where they will be able to
excel both academically and more importantly, to grow up to have strong virtues and
values.”

Danny Tan, Puchong Permai
“I aspire to have better focus on my career and to be a good parent.”

Elizabeth Low, Kinrara
“I would like to do better in assisting my subordinates, to have another child and improve
on my time management.”

Srinivas Kodamanchili, Kinrara
“To be more productive with my time and explore life’s new direction.”
Magrat Soosai, Kinrara
“To live life to the fullest despite its challenges.”
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4. Some of the exhibitors at IOI Mall
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MPSJ World Habitat Day Exhibition
Creating Awareness Amongst Puchongites
MPSJ led the way and teamed up with a few agencies
to organize an exhibition with the aim of encouraging
residents to understand the importance of protecting
Mother Nature and preserving the raw and rugged
beauty of our natural environment – and surprisingly this
is an asset which Puchong can still boast about despite
the extremely rapid growth it has experienced in the past
decade.
One such natural beauty is the Ayer Hitam Forest
Reserve which forms a picturesque background for
Bandar Puteri Puchong, much to the delight of residents
in its proximity who still enjoy breathtaking mists in the
mornings and enchanting views at sunset. It was ADUN
Kinrara and Selangor State Senior ExcoYB Teresa Kok’s
deep admiration for the natural beauty of the Ayer Hitam
Forest Reserve that motivated her to initiate the effort
to create awareness amongst Puchong residents on
appreciating the beauty of of nature and preserving our
environment in conjunction with the World Habitat Day
2009 and the National Environment Week.

MPSJ partnered with IOI Properties, UPM, and Forestry
Dept amongst others, in the World Habitat Day exhibition
which was launched on 24 October 2009 by Menteri
Besar Selangor, YAB Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Abdul Khalid bin
Ibrahim, with the beautiful rendition of “Hijau” in the air.
Also present were YB Teresa Kok, YB Elizabeth Wong,
YDP MPSJ Dato Adnan, IOI Group Executive Chairman
Tan Sri Dato’ Lee Shin Cheng, IOI Group Executive
Director Dato’ Lee Yeow Chor, and IOI Properties
Executive Director Dato David Tan. Tan Sri Dato’ Lee
presented a meaningful memento of a green plant to the
Menteri Besar during the launch.
Visitors to the exhibition were able to benefit from audio
visual and graphic presentations as well as real trees and
plants brought in by the Forestry Dept. Some visitors
particularly children just gazed in awe at some of the
stuffed animals displayed at the exhibition. Other fringe
activities included a guided tour of the Ayer Hitam Forest
Reserve, a colouring contest organized by IOI Properties
and the Dept of Environment’s Enviro Challenge which
saw cyclists going around Puchong spreading their
“green” message.
AUTHORITIES
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Do you know who your MPSJ
Councillors are?

Theresa Ratnam A/P John
Ratnam
theresa@mpsj.gov.my

Arumugam A/L Kalimuthu
aru@mpsj.gov.my

Chia Yew Ken
kenchia@mpsj.gov.my

Rajiv A/L Rishyakaran
rajiv@mpsj.gov.my

Ismail Kamal Bin Abdul
Rahman
kamal@mpsj.gov.my

Norhesni Binti Ismail
hesni@mpsj.gov.my

Roslan Shahir Bin Datuk
Mohd Shahir
roslan.shahir@mpsj.gov.my

Chang Kim Loong
chang@mpsj.gov.my

Keshminder Singh
A/L K. Karam Singh
keshminder@mpsj.gov.my

Dr. Loi Kheng Min
kmloi@streamyx.com

2009 / 2010
Councillors
Robert Tan Siang Chiok

Sapiyan Bin Mohd Din
sapiyan@mpsj.gov.my

Mohd Nasir Bin Yusoff
mohd.nasir@mpsj.gov.my

Rabiah Binti Omar
adibrabiah2002@yahoo.com

MPSJ to the Rescue
Hotline: 03 - 5637 6545
Did you know that in case of any natural disaster
emergency you may call the MPSJ Rescue Squad at
this hotline number? 03-56376545. The formation of
the MPSJ Rescue Squad was meant to boost MPSJ’s
efforts in handling incidents of natural disasters within
its municipality.

Michael Tamilarason A/L K.
Nadaysen
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Sufari Bin Tinnin
joe_vgn@yahoo.com.sg
AUTHORITIES

Tan Jo Hann
jotan@pc.jaring.my

Pooi Weng Keong
pooi@mpsj.gov.my

Chin Sou Bong
bongcs@mpsj.gov.my

Tai Cheng Heng
taichengheng@mpsj.gov.my

Cheah Sang Soon
sangsoon67@gmail.com

Ng Sze Han
ngszehan@mpsj.gov.my

Hamdan Bin Ismail

Chong Hoon Ming

It was the several incidents of natural disasters such as
landslides, massive floods which hit Shah Alam (TTDI)
and the flood that struck southern Johor in 2007 that
prompted the urgent need to establish a rescue squad
that can be mobilized to offer assistance and relief in
disaster-hit areas. The squad offers assistance prior to
the arrival of security forces and are trained to carry out
rescue works in the event of any natural disaster. There
are currently 40 members in the Rescue Squad.
In order to ensure that the rescue team members are of
high caliber and highly skilled, the Rescue Squad has
established smart partnerships with various agencies

namely the Fire and Rescue Dept of Selangor, MARES
(Malaysia Radio Amateurs & Emergency Services) and
KPJ Healthcare.
MPSJ Director of Public Relations, En Azfarizal said, “In
line with its motto “Sentiasa Berlatih, Sedia Menyelamat,”
the Rescue Squad has just completed another physical
training at Gunung Nuang, Ulu Langat, in February.”
The Rescue Squad has joined 2 rescue operations
so far to coordinate logistic support for MPSJ during
the landslide at Bukit Antarabangsa and had also
participated in the search and rescue operation of those
feared drowned in Kg. Seri Aman. The squad worked with
the Fire Brigade in a search operation for victims feared
drowned at Tasik Puchong Prima recently. The Rescue
Squad is also entrusted as an emergency assistance
team during official ceremonies and functions as well as
“mesra rakyat” events organized by MPSJ.
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What’s in store for
2010?
By Henry Fong

Goat
Wealth and career luck for the Goat is okay. Work hard, be friendly and you would have won
half the battle. It is a good time for the married Goat to have a child. It is a good year for the
unmarried Goat to find a partner. Just do not forget to go out and meet people or join a dating
site. Health is generally good this year.

Monkey

This Valentine’s Day marks the start of the Lunar Year of
Geng Yin or the Metal Tiger. Geng is Yang Metal, while
Yin is the Tiger, hence the Metal Tiger. The Tiger is of the
Yang Wood element and the combination of Yang Metal
and Yang Wood is like an axe chopping down a tree. It
is not an auspicious combination and does not paint a
pretty picture.
The Tiger is also characterized by strength and
unpredictability. Events whether in politics, finance or
natural disasters, are expected to be significant and
uncertain.

But what lies in store for each of us? The answer would
require a personal astrology analysis, using systems
such as Ba Zi or Zi Wei Dou Shu that takes our year,
month, day and hour of birth into consideration.

Wealth and career luck is mixed for the Monkey but the presence of ‘helpful people’ should give
it a boost (despite clashing with Tai Sui). Work hard and do not forget to make some investments.
Relationship luck is not good. Neither is health but can be greatly improved with the right food,
ample exercise and adequate sleep.

Is there a simpler way to predict what lies ahead?

Rooster

Yes. It is possible to get a glimpse of what to expect by
studying the energies or “shen” that affect us based on
the year of birth (or by our Chinese animal sign). Just
remember that it is not as accurate as an analysis done
using the systems mentioned above.

In terms of wealth and career, this is a great year for the Rooster. There is strong possibility of
a promotion and/or a raise. There are also plenty of opportunities to invest and to make some
money. Relationship luck is fine and a generally good year for health.

Tiger

Dog

The Tiger is affected by Tai Sui, the ruling energy of the year while the Monkey clashes with it.
Both the animal signs are affected to some extent by this.

It is an okay year in terms of wealth and career for the Dog. Relationship luck is fine but stress
level is extra higher this year. Watch out for problems related to the skin and lungs.

The Tiger does not have good luck with wealth and career this year. It is best to work hard, lie low
and avoid any risky investments or ventures. You can improve your luck by being a team player.
In terms of relationship the Tiger is also unlucky. The Tiger is also prone to injuries and should be
more careful and avoid any high risk sports or activities.

Boar
It is a great year for wealth and career for the boar. The presence of ‘helpful people’ will give you
a boost. Relationship luck is good. It is a good year to get married or seek a romantic partner.
Increase your social activities this year. Health is generally good but there is the possibility of
accidents and injuries. Avoid taking part in any risky sports or activities.

Rabbit
It is a good year in terms of wealth and career for the Rabbit. Work hard and smart and you may
be in line for a promotion or a raise. Money comes easier this year and you should make some
long term investments. Peach Blossom luck is strong this year and this is favorable for unmarried
Rabbits. Married Rabbits will need to exercise some restraint and avoid encountering the dreaded
third party. Take care of your health and watch what you eat.

Dragon
Like the Tiger, this is not a good year for the Dragon. There are challenges from career and wealth
perspective although most of them can be resolved if you reach out to your friends and others
(who are not yet your friend) for help. Your relationship luck is poor. Married or attached Dragon
should be careful to avoid conflicts and arguments with their loved ones. Health is not great
either with possibility of sickness. You should eat right, get plenty of exercise and sleep well.

Rat
It is not a good year for the Rat. You can expect some challenges in the workplace while facing
obstacles in wealth matters. Relationship is not good and single Rats will have to work very hard.
The saving grace is that apart from minor ailments, health is generally good.

Ox
The Ox has ‘helpful people’ in their chart and should do well in their wealth and career. This
is also a very good year for relationships. Again do not forget to create opportunities e.g.
increasing your social activities. Physical health is fine but this is a year of great mental stress.
It may be a good idea to participate in some stress relieving activities like Yoga.

Snake
It is a good year for the snake in terms of career and wealth. There could be career changes but
they are generally favorable. Relationship luck is excellent too but like the Dragon, you should
take care of your health as minor illness looms in the distance.

Horse
Wealth is good for the Horse and will come from career or hard work. The Horse should not get
into arguments with colleagues as some may be revengeful and spoil an otherwise good year.
Relationship luck is good and for those who are not married, this is a good year to do so. Minor
health problems can lead to bigger ones and the Horse should get proper medical treatment for
any health problems.

That’s the 2010 luck
for the 12 animal signs
and good luck to all of you.
Henry Fong is a Feng Shui Consultant who provides Feng Shui consulting services for residential and commercial
properties. Find out more at www.henryfong.com.
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Go Green: The True Spirit of A Caring
Neighbourhood

Banyan Puteri 10 residents striking a pose

Listening attentively about
environmental issues

Most people are too busy going about their daily lives
earning a living, making ends meet or just focusing on
their own material needs. Very few would remember to
take care of themselves let alone take care of Mother
Nature and protect the environment for our future
generations. Banyan Puteri 10 residents has indeed
shown the true spirit of a caring society by getting out
of the comfort of their homes on a Sunday morning to
participate in a program primarily focused on enhancing
and encouraging healthy living as well as instilling
environmental awareness.

Free health screening for
residents

The health related programmes organized were the
free health screening which included the whole range
of tests for cholesterol, sugar level, blood pressure as
well as BioAge screening for weight problems. During
the event, the residents were also briefed on the latest
infrastructure developments and residents’ social
responsibility towards the environment by prominent
speakers. Amongst speakers and guests were Mr Sio
(Tzu-Chi Foundation), Mr Kuan Chee Heng (Community
Policing) and Mr Tan Jo Hann (MPSJ Councillor on
Infrastructure Development).

MPSJ Councillor, Mr Robert helping out the residents in the
Gotong-Royong.

is crucial for the continued well-being of our future
generations,” she said. “In Penang, the No Plastic Bag”
Campaign is implemented for 2 days of each week and
in China, this is a standard norm accepted by locals and
tourists alike.”

Senior Selangor State
Exco, YB Teresa Kok when
approached on the Selangor
State
Government’s
implementation of a “No
Plastic Bag Program”
every Saturday in shopping
malls, hypermarkets and
supermarkets said, “it
is important to create
awareness amongst our
community that the time
has come for them to change their mindset and lifestyle
in order to play an effective role in reducing pollution and
taking care of Mother Earth.” On Saturdays, those who
insist on using plastic bags will have to pay 20 sen for
them.

MPSJ is supportive too of green efforts. Its Director of
Public Relations, En Azfarizal has informed that they are
finalizing talks with manufacturers of bio-degradable
items particularly plastic bags, plates and cups made
from bio-degradable materials to be used across the
MPSJ municipality.
In the next issue, we will share with readers on views
with regard to a new Saturday routine shopping with a
recyclable bag, washing it when you reach home and
having to replace any soiled old ones.

other JKP zones were launched by their respective
guests of honour. In Taman Bukit Kuchai, which falls
under Zone11, the event was launched by YB Teresa
Kok, Adun Kinrara, who was happy to see the turnout.
“I am glad that so many residents are here to participate
in this activity on such an early Sunday morning.”

Erni Farhuda, MPSJ

Mr Tan Jo Hann,
MPSJ Councillor

When everyone was fast asleep on Sunday morning,
Puchong residents were getting ready for the MPSJ
Gotong-Royong Perdana to clean their neighbourhood
common area and to remove illegal banners. The
gotong royong involved 24 JKP zones within the MPSJ
municipality. The MPSJ event saw the participation of
various organizations and government agencies such as
Alam Flora, IOI Properties, Sime Darby, Bomba, Syabas,
TNB, Telekom, and volunteers from NGOs.
The event was officially launched by MPSJ YDP Dato’
Adnan in USJ 16. The gotong-royong activities in the

It will probably take time. Yet
slowly but surely adequate
awareness and the right
attitude will transform any
resistance to support towards
going ‘green’.

“Shoppers are encouraged to bring their own recyclable
shopping bags”, she added.
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When asked on any objections from shoppers thus far to
this program, YB felt that it may take time but people have
to change with the times. Environmental conservation
GO GREEN

Trendy recyclable bags
by IOI Properties

Alam Flora giving a hand.

MPSJ Gotong-Royong Perdana

No Plastic Bags, Please!
The Selangor State Govt is also playing its role in
promoting green living and to take care of Mother Nature.
Plastic bags are a convenience to us and we are so used
to using them that we don’t realize the harm it will cause
as it is not bio-degradable.

YB Teresa Kok planting
a tree to mark the launch.

The residents hard at work

They were many activities such as planting of trees and
shrubs, cleaning of drains, removing illegal signages,
pruning overgrown trees, and collection of recyclable
items. YB Teresa Kok also planted a tree to mark the
launch of the gotong-royong campaign.
Reach Out took the opportunity to speak to the
participants:
Erni Farhuda, MPSJ - “It’s a good thing to have
something like this in the neighbourhood because
at least the residents will join hands and make the
neighbourhood a better place to live.” They should think
of having it at least every 2 months once so that it will be
a continuous effort.”
Mr Tan Jo Hann (MPSJ Councillor & Chairman of JKP
Zone 16) “Today, a lot of residents from Sri Begonia Apartments in
Bandar Puteri 7 are here to join us in this gotong royong
as they have always been very supportive of such
activities.”
Mr Robert Tan (MPSJ Councillor & Chairman of JKP
Zone 11) “Good campaign because everyone is involved in this.
We have requested the fire brigade to come and help us
because we want them to use their high water pressure
jets to clean the clogged drains. I will also suggest to
distribute pamphlets to the surrounding neighbourhoods
to encourage participation and to educate the public
about keeping their surroundings clean.”
GO GREEN
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A young boy aiming for a strike with the
power of a coconut shell

Recycling: A step towards saving our trees

Green bags of Jasmine for residents
Learning to make coconut seed rattle

IOI Properties
and the
Community

A walk through nature

It was a great day of fun activities for residents who
participated in IOI Properties’ Go Green event at Bandar
Puteri Puchong recently. In line with its ‘Go Green’ theme
for the Year 2009/2010, IOI Properties organized its ‘Go
Green’ event concurrently at 3 of its townships namely
Bandar Puteri Puchong, Bandar Puteri Klang and IOI
Resort Putrajaya, with the aim of creating awareness
amongst the township communities on their roles in
taking care of Mother Nature by reducing pollution,
recycling and reusing materials in their daily lives.

Enjoying Teng-Teng

Residents and their families arrived early for light
breakfast before sweating it out with IOI Properties
staff led by GM, Mr Lee Thian Yew, in planting a total of
700 trees and shrubs. The trees were later adopted by
residents to encourage a sense of responsibility towards
the well-being of their adopted trees. Various Residents
Associations of Bandar Puteri particularly Puteri 8, Puteri
10 Banyan, Puteri 10 Melia, Puteri 6, amongst others
participated in the event activities and showed their
support towards encouraging Green Living amongst us.

’Upih’ fun
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Mr Naiker of Puteri 10 Melia adopting a tree

The event offered fun ways in creating awareness
amongst the residents whereby stalls were set up to
explain the making of enzyme from leftover fruits, and
to demonstrate methods used in vermi-composting to
create natural fertilizers from worms. Demonstrations
using effective yet environmental-friendly products
educated the participants on alternatives to conventional
products which may be harmful to the environment.

The Melia Residents Club Committee enjoying a
chat with IOI Properties GM, Ms Lee Yoke Har

Leaflets on practical tips in reusing materials, recycling
and reducing pollution were distributed too.
Laughter and sounds of excitement filled the air as
adults and children alike had a field day trying out the
‘Kampung Games’ – traditional home-made games
which were popular amongst kids in the yesteryears, a
true departure from the current craze of PSP, Game Boy
and Internet Games. These Kampung Games encourage
social interaction amongst the young and are affordable
as they are made from easily available materials such as
the coconut fruit and leaves; saga seeds, etc. Most of all
the materials used are 100% natural and therefore 100%
environmental-friendly. Some of the games included
Teng-Teng, Five Stones, Rubber Seed Rattles, Upih
Racing, Can-Stomping and Coconut Bowling.
Participants were also in awe as they walked through an
amazing Nature Walk which was both educational and
relaxing. It was specially designed and created by IOI
Landscape.
IOI Properties General Manager, Ms Lee Yoke Har
said, “IOI Properties will continue its efforts in creating
awareness and encouraging participation amongst its
township communities in its green initiatives. Our ongoing efforts include the provision of recycling bins in
all our Sales Offices and townships in Puchong, Klang
and IOI Resort, Putrajaya. Educational leaflets will be
distributed too.”
GO GREEN
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Miko

Taste it, Feel it @ IOI Boulevard

Miko Hair Studio is located all over KL and the latest branch
is located at The Palette, IOI Boulevard, Bandar Puchong
Jaya. It offers a variety of services such as scalp scanning
and free consultation on hair treatment. This is to ensure that
customers have and will enjoy better scalp condition. Miko
Hair Studios has an edge over the rest as they emphasize
on classic cuts for their clients. Classic cuts provide neater
frame and ensure that hair cuticles are not damaged. It is the
philosophy of Miko Hair Studio to ensure that its clients’ hair
deserves the greatest care.

IOI Boulevard, Jalan Kenari 5, Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170 Puchong , Selangor Darul Ehsan.

My Honeymoon
THINKING of bringing your family for dessert after a sumptuous
meal?
Looking for a place to relax and unwind with your friends after
a hectic day of shopping?
Searching for an ideal venue to spend endless romantic hours
with the love of your life?
Look no further than My Honeymoon Desserts House, where
you and your loved ones can experience hundreds of different
delectable desserts! Choose from an incredible selection of
traditional hot, cold and chilled delights ranging from soy bean
curd, sweet ball, purple rice soup, water chestnut soup, sago,
icy swallow and glass jelly, all of which look good, and taste
great!

Otak-otak Place
AS its name implies, the menu’s focal point is on its varieties
of otak-otak dishes. Amongst them are Otak Devil Chicken,
Nasi Lemak Otak-Otak and Grilled Otak-Otak Burger. The
pleasant and fun ambience coupled with yesteryear music
and memorabilia items such as antique fans, old coke bottles
and marbles lend a nostalgic feel to the place. Most foods are
served in tiffin carriers or claypots, reminiscent of olden day
packed food from home.
So just come on over and have a great meal!

KimchiHaru
MSG FREE dishes! Korean food seasoned with ‘vegetable
broth’ made from fresh vegetables and fruits. Experience
the ‘Pork Bulgoki’, thinly sliced prime cut pork marinated in
KimchiHaru sweet sauce and ‘Carbonara Toppoki’, a fusion
of Korean chewy rice cake and the Italian Carbonara sauce,
as well as other famous Korean dishes like the ‘Kimchi Jigae’,
‘Bibimbab’ and Korean Ginseng Chicken Soup ‘Sam Gye
Tang’.
Down the good food with Korean Beer to the rhythm of Korean
music at KimchiHaru.

Bazaar
Come ‘bazaar’ with us at Ibiza Bazaar, IOI Boulevard, where
you can haggle on prices for original and creative works of art
and handicraft. Shop and be entertained with music, shows
and demonstrations while watching artists at work.
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WHAT’S NEW IN TOWN

Malaysia’s Tallest Chinese Lantern
Brings in Prosperity at IOI Mall

At 18.18 meters, this grand structure towers over the main atrium of IOI Mall new extension
IOI Mall shoppers can enjoy this magnificent view when they visit
IOI Mall during this Chinese New Year. It has been endorsed by The
Malaysia Book of Records as Malaysia’s tallest lantern.
This amazing structure took four weeks to complete and cost
RM50,000. The lantern is a focal point of the entire design theme
and concept of the Chinese New Year decor at IOI Mall created by
IOI Mall’s Visual Merchandising Team. The lantern with its tiger motifs
and auspicious wordings will definitely be the center of attraction
as Malaysians usher in the tiger into Year 2010. “The height in
meters is 18.18 which is a most auspicious figure indeed,” says
En. Nasron, IOI Mall’s Head of Visual Merchandising Dept.
“Chinese New Year has always been and always will be
associated with auspicious symbols and this year we decided
to make the lantern the central focus of our theme and design
concept”’ says IOI Mall Marketing and Promotions Manager, Ms
Stephanie Wong.
IOI Mall shoppers will also be treated to festive highlights and
activities for the entire month of February 2010. For latest updates
on such activities, check out www.myioi.com.

Promotional Vouchers
Promotion
Maxim Colors Contact Lens RM40 per box.
Branded Frame + Plastic HMC Lens only RM95.
Branded Sunglasses from RM99.
Esprit Frames and Sunglasses RM199 only
(Free Totte bag til stock last while).
• Additional 10% discount on frames or sunglasses for
IOI Privilege Card Member.
•
•
•
•

Expiry date: 31/3/2010

This promotion valid until 31/3/2010
No. 59G, Block C, IOI Boulevard, Jalan Kenari 5,
Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170 Puchong, Selangor.

Hai Siang Kopitiam
Free Ice Lemon Tea or White Coffee with order of any food
item in the main course menu
* Promotion valid until 31st March 2010
No. 17, Jalan Puteri 1/6, Dataran Puteri,
Bandar Puteri Puchong (facing Giant Hypermarket)

* Buy 2 set dinner/ lunch free 1 set lunch/ dinner
* Applicable to Monday - Friday only.
* Except Unagi set
No. 57-58G, Block C, IOI Boulevard, Jalan Kenari 5,
Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170 Puchong, Selangor.

Let’s go IOI Mall
Where the Night is Always Young
It’s the mall that never sleeps. It’s near closing time at
IOI Mall and yet it’s still abuzz with people. The night is
still young for those who seek a seamless entertainment
experience.

Reach Out spoke to Mr Tan Sang Jui from Happy
Gardens in Jalan Kelang Lama who was there for the
first time, “Not bad. I like the food and the environment
and service is good.”

IOI Mall new extension is the place to be if you are looking
for a wide variety of entertainment in Puchong, catering
to people from all walks of life and with different tastes
and lifestyles. If you have a whole day ahead of you and
you are looking for non-stop entertainment, go IOI Mall!

Having sang your heart out, a stop at the newly extended
GSC Cinema at IOI Mall’s new extension is recommended
for a whole new experience in watching movies. With
4 new additional cinema screens to its existing 5 halls,
GSC had increased its seating capacity to 2,400 seats.
The new facilities are equipped with the latest technology
and fittings, making your movie experience all the more
exciting and memorable.

Brewball Pool Club & Bar is the pool club of choice if you
are looking for quality time in a place that is uncluttered
and spacious with service that complements your style.
The place is classy with computerized table reservation,
a timekeeping system, high quality food and a fully
stocked bar serving beers, wine and spirits.
Well, if you feel like practising your vocal chords but do
not wish to torture your neighbours, check into Red Box,
a karaoke outlet that has successfully established itself
as a distinctive brand for family entertainment in the
past 9 years. Thirst-quenching specialty non-alcoholic
and alcoholic drinks; and a wide selection of Oriental,
Western, Mediterranean and local cuisine offer a variety
of gastronomical experiences for those who just prefer to
watch others transform into celebrity singer wannabes.
Affordable buffet spreads are also available for lunch,
tea, snacks and dinner.
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Ms Soo of Puchong told Reach Out, “The sound system
was good and the elevated seating was definitely more
comfortable with a good view of the screen.”
Still don’t want to go home after a late night movie? Stroll
over to Sense Café and be enthralled by its soothing and
charming interiors. Snuggle close to your loved ones, sip
luscious drinks and enjoy the music of local artistes and
well-known singers from abroad. Past performances
included stints by Eric Moo, our local boy who made it
big in Taiwan, Thomas and Jack, Chen Jia Kai, Daniel
Lee and Lynn Lim.
You could just spend the entire day at IOI Mall and why
go elsewhere when you have entertainment just a stone’s
throw away? Go IOI Mall!
LIFESTYLE
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Nurturing Young Minds
IOI Group Executive Chairman, Tan Sri Dato’ Lee Shin
Cheng, despite his busy schedule took some time off to
nurture the interest in calligraphy amongst the children
of SJK(C ) Ladang Harcroft in Bandar Puchong Jaya
on 5 February 2010. Tan Sri Dato’ Lee himself created
a beautiful piece of Chinese Calligraphic writing of
auspicious words as the 1,000-odd schoolchildren
present at that day watched attentively and with respect
at the distinguished man who made it possible for them
to obtain quality education in this well-known Chinese
school in Bandar Puchong Jaya. SJK(C) Ladang Harcroft
was built by IOI Properties and opened its doors to its
first batch of students in 2008.

In conjunction with the coming Chinese New Year
festival, the children presented Tan Sri Dato’ Lee with
a handmade Chinese New Year card. It was a beautiful
card, obviously a work of art created with a lot of effort
from these young talents.

Strong Community Support
For Charity

Also present at this meaningful event was Dr Kow
Cheong Wei and the school Board of Directors.

Calligraphy is also a subject taught in this school. Such
exposure to the arts helps to nurture children to develop
an interest in their own culture and mould them into
well-rounded individuals who will contribute positively
towards the continued growth and prosperity of the
nation.

Yayasan Tan Sri Lee Shin Cheng
Student Adoption Programme 2010
Various food stalls set up at the Rumah Charis
Charity Bazaar

A hair cut for charity

Rumah Charis, a non-profit organization, recently
organized a Charity Bazaar at its children’s home
premises to raise operation funds for its community.

variety of delicacies, selling potted plants, stationery and
souvenir items.

Many turned up to support the event. It was most
touching indeed to know that there are still many of us
who do not forget to lend a helping hand to those in
need.
In Taman Kinrara, House of Joy, a home for the less
fortunate was also showered with a good show of
support in its recent annual Charity Carnival.
About 400 students from 157 primary and secondary
schools from selected states in the country are part
of the Yayasan Tan Sri Lee Shin Cheng’s (Yayasan
TSLSC) Student Adoption Programme 2010, benefiting
from a fund totaling RM364,180. The programme was
inaugurated in 2008 by Yayasan TSLSC, a charitable
foundation fully funded by IOI Group. The programme is
part of the Group’s corporate social responsibility efforts
which aim to provide young high achievers from lower
income group families with a sound education which will
serve as a platform for them to achieve a better future.
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75 of the total 185 adopted students from the Klang Valley
attended a presentation ceremony at IOI Mall, Puchong,
on 15 January 2010 whereby each student received a
EDUCATION

cheque amounting to RM800 and a school bag from IOI
Group Executive Director and Yayasan TSLSC Trustee,
Dato Lee Yeow Chor and Executive Director of Yayasan
TSLSC, Dr Chua Yee Yen.

Many showed their support by either sponsoring goods
for the carnival whilst others operated stalls offering a

The most interesting booth was one that was operated
by children of the House of Joy. It offered beautifully
handmade costume jewellery ranging from earrings to
bracelets made from crystals and glittering stones. It
was bedazzling!
But the most priceless thing which any visitor to the
Charity Carnival will surely take home is the obvious
dedication and sincerity of all those who supported and
participated in the carnival and the glow of joy on the
faces of the young inmates whose lives we hope will
improve through continued community support.

Weekend Stalls in Support of Single Mothers
In February 2010, a total of 30 stalls operated by single mothers were set up along Jln Puteri 2/4 in Bandar
Puteri Puchong for 3 consecutive weekends. This was part of MPSJ’s Entrepreneur Program in a partnership
with Koperasi Dagang Seni Malaysia Berhad and Mostwell Sdn Bhd. Visitors would have the opportunity to
learn how to sew tissue pouches in 10 minutes for RM2.00 and they could also learn how to make earrings
as well.
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Getting ready for action
at the MBA Unity Tournament.

Residents
participating in a
gunny sack race.

The IOI Privilege
Card Collection
booth

A confetti launch for the event led by Puteri 8 Residents
Association Advisor, Dato Samson & YB Teresa Kok

Ioi Puteri 8 Carnival And
Tanglung Nite
IOI Puteri 8 Carnival & Tanglung Night was held at the
Puteri 8/10 field. The full day event attracted hundreds of
residents who participated in a range of sporting events.
The event was aimed at bonding community ties and
fostering better relationship amongst neighbours and
cultivating greater unity and the spirit of competitiveness.
The carnival also provided an excellent opportunity for
the residents to meet their friends who are staying in
Puchong. IOI Properties was the main sponsor for this
event.
It started as early as 8am with the under-14 and
under-17 basketball competitions, watermelon eating
competition, drunken walk, gunny sack run and tug-ofwar. Registered participants of the carnival were given
free food coupons plus goodie bags. Kids below 2 were
treated to free sweets. IOI Properties set up a booth for

the residents to collect their IOI Privilege cards. There
were also booths offering medical diagnosis services
and advice on slimming, financial products, beauty
products and many more.
Amongst the guests of honour who joined the participants
for some fun in the IOI Puteri 8 carnival were Adun Kinrara
YB Teresa Kok and Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon . Other
activities included sand art and a home-made Tanglung
competition. Apart from competing in the sports and
carnival activities, residents were treated to a night of fun
and good cheer, with entertainment in the form of songs
and dances, performances by the residents themselves
and a magic show. The night ended with lucky draws and
a lot of happy moments, bringing home fun memories of
an enjoyable night out at Puteri 8.

Balik Kampung - Rumah Selamat
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It’s the time of the year again with school holidays, New
Year mood, festive breaks and long queues on the major
highways for those who “Balik Kampung”. Which also
means empty houses, quiet streets and easy targets
for burglars. In an effort to reduce crime and protect
the neighbourhoods, the Police have been working
around the clock during each festive break since they
initiated the “Safe Home Campaign” a few years ago.
The campaign encourages those who will be away from
home to participate by filling in a form and submitting
it to the nearest police station. During your absence,
the Police will conduct regular patrols to your house
and each time they will leave a note in your letterbox to
inform on the date and time of their visit.
community

Bukit Puchong Police Station Chief, ASP Basri Sagoni,
encouraged house owners to participate in the
programme, “There were zero break-in cases for all
participating homes.”
So if you are leaving home for “Balik Kampung” submit
your form to the nearest police station in Bandar Bukit
Puchong, Bandar Puchong Jaya or Bandar Puteri for
police patrols and peace of mind.
Forms are available at your nearest police station or
at www.myioi.com.

Dr Kow with the young sports carnival participants

Sports That Bind
“Blood is thicker than water.” “Family comes first.”
Heard them before? Probably when your dad gave you a
chiding after you knocked your brother’s teeth off when
he invaded your privacy by going through your stuff or
reading your e-mails to your girlfriend. Or was it that time
when you came home late from work and your spouse
reminded you that your children had missed both their
dinner and tuition classes?
Whatever the reason for such utterances, we tend to
make the wrong choices in our priorities when we are
busy focusing on fame and profit, and for some just
keeping their heads above water to make ends meet.
Yes, but we do spend time together at home on Sunday!
Some would say. How? A false sense of assurance surely
if each is preoccupied with his or her own interests such
as hogging the internet lines on Facebook and Twitter,
weighing the couch down watching TV or just burning
the phone lines gossiping about others. Being under the
same roof but doing your own stuff does not bring the
family together.
Even a game of scrabble or monopoly binds family ties.
The urge to win encourages competitiveness but when
your opponents are your family members, there is also the
tendency to relent and to offer help and guidance during
the game which subtlely but surely allow us to embrace
the values of empathy, kindness and compassion.
Learning begins at home. Therefore, spending quality
family time will be a good start. This can be extended
to fostering closer ties with your neighbour, improving
social integration and achieving harmonious living.
Mr. Agi, a dedicated school teacher and a tennis
enthusiast makes sure his Sunday is meaningful. He
gets his 3 kids out of bed early. They are at the tennis
court by 7am. It is the game that bonds them. It is the
sport that teaches them the family values of respect,
sharing and giving; instilling healthy living habits and
building physical and mental strength.

Dr Kow Cheong Wei who is the Chairman of the
Kinrara Community Sports Club, also believes that
sports help build values and bond people together.
“Community sports events are different from other sports
events. For example, if a father takes part, other family
members will be there to watch and offer support.” He
added that community sports could foster closer ties
between family members as well as the community.
“I found out recently from a study that 12.7% of
sportsmen were trained by their fathers or grandfathers.
Hence, family support is very important for budding
sportsmen,” he said this after launching the Kinrara
Community Sports Carnival at the Rakan Muda Sports
Complex in Puchong.
About 250 participants took part in the carnival involving
football, futsal, sepak takraw, netball, and volleyball.
Mr. Michael Lee, who runs Malaysia’s largest indoor
badminton facility, Michael’s Badminton Academy
(MBA) in Bandar Puteri Puchong, is another individual
who espouses that the game instills unity particularly to
embrace the “One Malaysia” concept at a young age.
He recently organized the MBA Unity Tournament
sponsored by Sports Unite and Milo for children between
10-17 years of age. Mr. Michael was himself thrilled by
the good response to the tournament and the children
went home with good memories, more friends and not
forgetting tokens of appreciation from Sports Unite.
So, don’t miss the opportunity to bond with your family
member or get to know your community member better
whenever you hear of a community sports activity or
maybe just take a walk in the park. You’ll meet your
neighbours, make new friends and most importantly
watch your kids enjoy themselves. You’d be surprised
the difference it will make to your life; and the lives of
others too.
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Safety and Security
- A Shared Priority

Profile: Datuk Khalid Bin Abu Bakar
Selangor Chief Of Police
On
Crime Prevention and Its Challenges
The Reach Out team had arranged to meet up with
Selangor Chief of Police Deputy Commissioner, Datuk
Khalid, at his office in Shah Alam. As we sat in the waiting
room with a commanding view of the Shah Alam city, I
was eager to conduct the interview with the man who
leads a team of committed and selfless police officers to
ensure the safety of the Selangor community 24/7.

the Police Force’s determination to meet the community’s
need in feeling safe. “In order to address the issue of
increase in crime in new areas and rapidly developing
townships, the Police have identified these areas as
hotspots where police presence would be increased with
night patrols and road blocks to check on and monitor
the activities of foreigners and suspicious characters.”

Once in his office, we were quickly put at ease by his
warm smile and reassuring facial expression. He is
eloquently expressive with a dignified charisma which
draws a unique blend of respect and admiration from
those around this committed top cop.

Crime Prevention
“Crime prevention efforts have been beefed up with the
setting up of 3 task forces in late 2008 and based in
IPK (State Police HQ) and IPD (District HQ). These task
forces have been given the responsibilities to check on
3 main areas of concerns – vehicle theft, break-ins and
robberies. They are entrusted with the responsibility to
follow through every case and nab suspects in an effort
towards crime prevention,” says Datuk Khalid.

Fighting crime these days have become more challenging
with the community increasingly demanding for practical,
result-driven actions to bring down crime rate. So we
asked Datuk Khalid what were the current challenges
faced by the Police.
Challenges
He shared with us on how criminals have become
bolder and better equipped with firearms and dangerous
weapons. The men in blue have to be extra cautious
and the problem is further compounded by the strong
presence of foreigners in certain areas which instills fear
amongst the local community.
Manpower is the usual issue and currently the Police
have been able to enhance its presence in major areas
considered as “hotspots” with additional manpower
from the Police General Operation Force,” says Datuk
Khalid.
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Increasing Police Presence
Despite the challenges faced, Datuk Khalid expressed
PROFILE

He added that, “such proactive measures did reap
results. The increased presence of the Police has also
improved the community’s confidence in the Police
Force.” However, he felt it was important for continued
efforts to create awareneness amongst the community
on the need to cooperate with the Police in fighting
crime.
The brief chat with Datuk Khalid had definitely made a
positive impression of the committed and continuous
efforts by the Police to address the concern on every
individual’s mind – safety. Cooperation between the
community and the Police is key to effective crime
fighting efforts and with the persistent efforts by our men
in blue, it is hoped that we will be able to ensure a safe
township for all.

IOI Group Executive Director, Dato’ Lee Yeow Chor, handing
over the Police Mobile Unit mock key to Datuk Khalid

Mr Eddy, owner of Bumbu Bali Restaurant
with the Home Minister.

(L-R) Datuk Khalid, Datuk Seri Hishamuddin,
Dato’ Lee Yeow Chor and
Head of Balai Polis Bukit Puchong Chief, ASP Basri Sagoni

The Honourable Minister with Dato’ Lee.

The Home Minister, YB Datuk Seri Hishamuddin
Hussein, recently paid a visit to the busy commercial
area of Dataran Puteri Puchong. He had earlier attended
a briefing at the Bukit Puchong Police Station on the
Police crime-fighting efforts in Puchong.

Assistant Commissioner, Zainal Rashid Abu Bakar,
were also present. In the presence of the Minister, Dato’
Lee Yeow Chor later handed the mock key of a Mobile
Police Unit (Balai Polis Bergerak) to Selangor Police
Chief, Datuk Khalid Abu Bakar. As a show of support
and appreciation to the Police for their ongoing efforts
in fighting crime, Mr Eddy of Bumbu Bali (an Indonesian
cuisine outlet in Bandar Puteri) presented a hamper to
the police on behalf of the business community in the
area.

IOI Group Executive Director, Dato’ Lee Yeow Chor, was
present to accompany the Home Minister on a walkabout
in the area. The Selangor Deputy Commissioner, Datuk
Khalid Abu Bakar, and Subang Jaya Police Chief

HAPPENINGS
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Seeking The Aroma of Authentic
‘Kopi’ - A Worthwhile Journey

Adrian sharing his experiences with Reach
Out in the comfortable traditional setting
of Hai Siang

At Hai Siang Kopitiam in Bandar Puteri Puchong,
you can be rest assured that you will be able to get an
authentic taste of ‘kopi’ and an invigorating aroma of its
freshly grounded coffee beans each time you slurp it in
sloppily. It is reminiscent of the old days when men in
white singlets, baggy shorts and wooden clogs, sitting
on wooden stools with one foot up at a coffee shop
would drink ‘kopi’ and enjoy a chat or a game of Chinese
Chess with their friends - the atmosphere lulled into a
comfortable calm by the captivating sounds of traditional
Chinese music and the simple interior of white tiled walls
lined with ancestor photos and large rust-stained mirrors
carrying auspicious Chinese words framed in solid
decorative wood.
And yes, at Hai Siang you will get the same feel when you
soak in the incredible rustic wooden shutter windows,
the square tiled counter and the smooth cementrendered floor. It’s like walking into grandma’s house in
the kampong once again. Never mind the “Coke” fridge,
the computer at the far end and the odd Renaissance
chairs at certain corners. They somehow just seemed
to blend in effortlessly into a charming place. The coffee
shop itself seems to have its own natural appeal to those
who have tasted its coffee and will seek it out despite
its subtle exterior wall tones which pales in comparison
with the bold colours of commercialized kopitiams in the
area.
Who is the man behind this kopi place called Hai
Siang?

“We had no money for renovation so the interior design
was down-to-earth and this was what gave the shop
its unique traditional setting – very much an accidental
success,” says Adrian in his usual carefree and goodhumoured
style.
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“We cater to our customers’ tastes and requirements. It is
common for the health conscious to request for “kurang
manis” and “less oil” for curry mee, for instance.

What makes traditional coffee so perfectly different from
brewed coffee and ready-mixed coffee powder which is
so common nowadays?

Cucumber,
Passion
There has been no regrets
and no looking back for Adrian.
His business venture was and still is a learning process.
Mojito
Life itself is a journey
of experiences where people

SPECIAL RECIPE

Cool
Treats

ES Campur

(A) 1 scoop - Santan
2 pumps - Monin Coconut
“Traditional
does not use a coffee machine.
1 spooncoffee
- Sugar Syrup
gm - beans
Ice Cubes
Coarse250
coffee
are manually ground into fine coffee

powder where it is stirred with hot water in a colay.

change and priorities change. Today, one of his priorities
20 gm - Cucumber Slices
is his daughter, Abigail100
Jean-Marie,
spends
ml - Pineapplewho
Canned
Juice time in a
2 slices - while
Lime her parents take turns
The art is in the vigorous stirring of the coffee mixture to little baby cot at one corner
pumpscustomers.
- Monin Passion
Syrup is a jovial
(B) 10
gm - Jack
Fruit it is strained through a “stocking- to dot over her and to 2serve
get the
aroma.
Once
Abigail
1 pump - Monin Mojito
10 gm - Honey Dew
like” strainer,
is added
to -the
coffee shop each time
1/2 scoop
Ice Cubes
10 gm - it
Water
Melon with sugar or milk depending on child and she adds cheer
3 pumps - Monin
the coffee
ordered.”
Of course the most important
finalMojito
sheSyrup
smiles with a twinkle
her eye.
Now that’s one job
1 stickin- Chilli
Padi (garnish)
10 gm
- Sago (garnish)
2 slices - Lime Slice
1 stick
- Cucumber
(garnish)
Sugar that
(garnish)
step is Brown
to ensure
the cup is warmed before
pouring
satisfaction
that
money
can’t
buy!
2 wedges - Calamasi
Banana (garnish)
in the coffee.
Otherwise, the taste goes flat.
Quality
of
12 pcs
- Mint Leaf
Put all the ingredients in a shaker and
Dry Coconut (garnish)
stick
- Lemongrass
coffee beans may differ at times depending1on
the
stock, (garnish)
shake for 10 seconds, pour out and
1 scoop
- Ice Cube
serve in a glass.
all the fruit to
in ahave
dessert
andto adjust
so it Put
is important
theglass
ability
the amount
1/2 can - Soda Water
pour (A) powder
on top, thenused
add in Sago,
Brown
of coffee
to maintain
the right aroma,
Sugar, Banana and Dry Coconut shreds.
thickness and consistency,” says Adrian with
such
ease
Put all
the ingredients
in a shaker. Shake
10 seconds, pour out, serve in a glass
that you would think he could make coffeeforblindfolded.
and add Soda Water.
“And that’s the reason why people use white coffee
instead,” he added and gave us a mischievous ‘now you
know why’ look.

Mojito
Lemongrass

Put (A) ingredient in a blender, blend
until smooth.

“Our coffee beans are Italian roast made from Javanese
beans imported from Brazil, Columbia and Indonesia.
These black coffee beans which have been in existence
since the 13th century are dark with strong taste and
aroma.

Breakfast
anyone?

With so much stiff competition from kopitiams, bistros
and cafes serving their own brand of coffee, one has
to be different and Adrian’s business philosophy and
priority is to serve good coffee and good food with no
service charges.

Adrian had been a flight steward with MAS for 9 years
when he decided to call it quits in July 2006 as he was
tired of making his boss rich. He followed his heart and
ventured into his own service business with his lovely
wife who seems to have a wonderful gift of replicating
tasty food. He learnt traditional coffee making from his
friend’s grandfather, the famous Hai Peng Kopi “sifu” in
his Kuantan Hai Peng coffee shop.

Adrian in coffee
making
mode
Recipes courtesy of
Bumbu
Bali
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When he returned, he scouted for a good location
and found Bandar Puteri Puchong to be a township
full of potential as it has a good mix of residential and
commercial developments, a hypermarket complete
with social and sports facilities. His search for the
perfect location ended at Jln Puteri 1/6, Bandar Puteri
Puchong facing the Giant Hypermarket.
“I was confident that this business would thrive in a such
high-growth environment where modernization and rapid
development has made traditional coffee making a dying
trade in the city.”

Apart from that, having the boss himself making coffee and
tending to the shop instead of relying on foreign workers
gives the coffee shop a personal touch – establishing
and maintaining relations with his customers.

IOI Mall
IOI Boulevard
Giant, Bandar Puteri
Puteri Mart, Bandar Puteri Puchong
Selected F&B outlets in Puchong

For an e-copy, please log on to www.myioi.com
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Unveiled
the latest property gem south of Puchong,
made its debut on 29 January 2010. House buyers
anxious to own a 16 Sierra home had made a bee line to
the new IOI Galleria of
the night before the
launch date.
The response was overwhelming with a crowd within the
IOI Galleria confirming their ownership with the Sales
Consultants while others in the waiting queue were
treated to a sumptuous buffet spread nearby or shuttled
to the show units for a view of their future homes.
The atmosphere was one of excitement, anticipation and
invigoration as the crowd engaged themselves in the
captivating layout of the township and the fascinating
green concept of its Central Park and its 16 themed
gardens which gave
its name.
The clubhouse facilities and its multiple accessibility
to major cities within the Klang Valley such as KL City,
Port Klang, Putrajaya, Cyberjaya and its location within
the high-growth corridor of Puchong – Putrajaya, were
obviously attractive features to any home buyer or
investor. Its high-ground location also gives 16 Sierra
a commanding panoramic view of its surroundings
which offers any home owner an unsurpassed sense of
satisfaction.
“
was planned at the outset to focus on
security and providing a garden environment to
encourage more social interaction and healthier lifestyle,
says IOI Properties General Manager, Ms Lee Yoke Har.
“Towards that end, we have planned for sufficient space
in each precinct for the purpose of erecting perimeter
fencing and guardhouse for each precinct and have
engaged a landscape consultant to design gardens
with different themes. The idea was to use the design
elements for the gardens to stimulate human senses
and through which, encourage learning using a fun and
interesting approach”.
The one thing that sets
apart from other
conventional township is that the gardens are located
outside the perimeter fencing of each precinct and this
she added “means that every resident will get to enjoy
all the 16 gardens instead of just the one situated within
its precinct.”
The first phase non-Bumi units of Adenia was sold out
whilst 91% of Phase 2 non-Bumi units of Areca have
been sold since the weekend launch.

For those who have made 16 Sierra their future home
and community, they have made a choice to lead an
amazing lifestyle amidst lush greenery.

Lim Seng Piau, Bandar Kinrara
“I had the intention to upgrade my home. I am buying
this house because of the good location and it is easily
accessible with good highway connection. I saw the
advertisement in Sin Chew Daily recently and it stirred
my interest in this development. I was very attracted by
its green concept. I actually came over to view the house
before today’s launch and I liked the design of the house. I
particularly like the layout which is very spacious. I expect
the development here to grow very rapidly because it is
developed by a reputable developer.”

Mr Phua and Esther Leow, Sri
Kembangan
“We like the Green Concept
of this well-planned township
development and the sense
of security with the perimeter
fencing and guard house.
We are also very excited and looking forward to the
Clubhouse as we would like to lead a healthy lifestyle.”
Joey Tan, Bukit Jalil
“I really like the timber
flooring at the show unit.
I am purchasing a unit for
investment. IOI Properties is
a reliable developer and I am
certain that there will be rapid
growth in this development.
I had wanted to purchase a unit in Bandar Puteri Puchong
but my preffered units had been taken up then, so I have
decided to come and purchase a unit at 16 Sierra”.
Mr Hiang, Pantai Hill Park, KL
“I have viewed this place a few times and I really like
the high ground with its good view and strong breeze
especially in the night. I have confidence in this township
as IOI Properties is a very reputable developer. I have
friends who stay in Bandar Puteri Puchong which is also
developed by IOI”.
Mr Ng Aik Hao, Puchong
Utama
“The landscaping concept
and the house design is what
attracts me to 16 Sierra. I like
the idea of the green living
environment where I can enjoy
fresh air and a secure environment with guardhouse. I’m
buying this for my own stay as it will be convenient for
me because I am currently working in Cyberjaya.”
Jeff Wong, Kuala Lumpur
“I am buying this property for
my own stay. I am working
in Cyberjaya and I like the
highway accessibility here.
The landscaping and safe
living environment is what
encouraged me to purchase a unit here”.

IOI Properties General Managers,
Ms Lee Yoke Har and Mr Teh Chin Guan
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See Malaysia’s

Special Recipe : Pie Tee

Tallest
Chinese Lantern!

Lunar prosperity
soars to new heights at
IOI Mall, Puchong!

Recipe Courtesy of Penang Village, IOI Mall

To Make The Cup
250gm flour
60gm rice flour
2 eggs
500ml water

To Make The Filling
50ml coconut milk
20ml lime juice
5gm salt
10gm sugar

Method Of Cooking
1. Add all the ingredients in a mixing bowl and combine. Then
strain the batter first before use.
2. Get the pie tee mould, dip it in the batter and deep fry it
until golden crisp.
3. Scoop the filling into the pie tee cups and it is ready to be
served.
Preparation Time: 30 minutes
Cooking Time: 1 hour
No. Of Pieces: 50

200gm sengkuang
100gm carrot (diced)
100gm long bean (diced)
50gm young corn (diced)
50gm button mushroom (diced)
50gm chinese black mushroom (diced)
20gm chopped garlic
50gm chicken (minced)

This record
is endorsed by

50gm prawn (diced)
30gm crab stick (diced)
20gm fried shallot (diced)
10gm fried cuttle fish (diced)
20gm sugar
10gm salt
10gm chicken powder
20gm chicken concentrated
30gm sesame oil

Come and celebrate The Year of the Tiger on a high note at IOI Mall ! Be wowed by the Tallest
Chinese Lantern in Malaysia 60 ft (H) x 11ft (W)* while you do your Lunar New Year shopping.
And don’t forget to join in the many fun-filled festivities at our Chinese New Year Fair at the
Mall’s Atriums.
IOI Mall wishes you A HAPPY & PROSPEROUS YEAR OF THE TIGER!

Method Of Cooking
1. Boil the vegetable and strain out the water. Heat the
wok with a bit of oil, saute the minced meat with the garlic.
2. Add in the diced vegetables & saute awhile till aromatic.
Then add in the remaining ingredients. Mix well and lastly
add in the sesame oil
Preparation Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 7 minutes
Serves 5 persons

EV EN T H I G H L I G H T S
• Diabolo Performance

• Ha Ha Acrobatic Show

• Traditional Lion Dance Performance

• CNY Comedy Magic Show

• Shau Lin Kung Fu Performance

• Fortune Clown Puppet Funtime
Catch the many other events!

Don’t
miss
your
Ang
Pow
packets!*
*From 13 January 2010, redeem a pack of 10 Ang
Pow packets FREE with every purchase of RM50
and above from any outlet (except Jusco) on the
same day in a single or accumulated receipt.
(*Terms & conditions apply. While stock lasts.)

The above events are subject to change without prior notification
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Special Recipe

Lot S37, 2nd Floor, IOI Mall, Batu 9, Jalan Puchong, Bandar Puchong Jaya,
47170 Puchong, Selangor Darul Ehsan. Tel: 03-5882 8888 Fax: 03-5882 6363

Business Hours:
10.30 am - 10.30 pm Daily Including Public Holidays

